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BabyaSound M10 press release:
Babya today announced that the upcoming Logic 2010 product line will  include a 
great new musical keyboard soft synth called "BabyaSound M10".

BabyaSound M10 is an innovative virtual MIDI keyboard soft synth offering features 
such as:

• combines a wave sound generator,music recorder,MIDI generator and 
keyboard in the one application

• quick wave sound generation
• frequency adjustment
• music recorder
• MIDI virtual piano

Babya additionaly announced  today that  Babya intends to cease development of 
Babya Piano Studio and views BabyaSound M10 as its successor. 

Babya's CEO A.A. Fussy said, "BabyaSound M10 is a fantastic new soft synth 
that's exclusively going to be part of the Babya Logic product line and it offfer 
several intereasting functions that you'd mighn't expect in a piano soft synth like  a 
combination of wave sound generator,music recorder,MIDI generator and keyboard. 
It's very impressive and professional looking."

Product Availbility:

BabyaSound M10 is part of Logic Express/Pro 2010 and ships in October. 

About Babya:



Babya is an award-winning developer of digital media software for Mac and 
Windows, including Babya bSuite, bPicture,Mobileme, Cover Flow, BabyaOne 
Photo,Babya PhotoPro and Babya Logic.
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Babya Piano Studio to BabyaSound M10 
transition FAQ:

1. Why is Babya discontinuing Babya Piano Studio?

Babya is discontinung its original piano soft synth to focus on the innovative BabyaSound 
M10 synth. 

2. What are the main advantages of BabyaSound M10 compared to Babya 
Piano Studio?

combines a wave sound generator,music recorder,MIDI generator and 
keyboard in the one application

quick wave sound generation

music recorder

MIDI virtual piano

frequency adjustment

3. Is BabyaSound M10 as  easy to use as Babya Piano Studio was?

Yes, its intuitive interface is streamlined and designed for tease of use in mind. 

4. What are the key dates related to  this transition?

August 2009-Babya Piano Studio development ceases

April  2010-BabyaSound M10 release

June 30, 2010 Babya Piano Studio becomes unavailable for download for new 
users. 

Q2 2010-support ends for Babya Piano Studio



5. Is Babya planning any crossgrade options for current  standalone Babya 
Piano Studio users?

We are currently investigating the option of making a standalone version that would 
not integrate with recent Logic versions. 

In addition we will strongly promote on our blogs and websites that Babya Piano 
Studio consider a upgrade to the Logic product family.  

6. And what those who used it as part of Logic?

We will suggest that users upgrading their copy to version 2011 to gain access to 
the exciting new BabyaSound M10 synth. 

Logic 2010 FAW:
1. What’s new in version 2010:

BabyaSound M10

Logic Multitrack

2. When will Babya Logic be available:

We expect to release it before the end of June


